
Going Tapeless with Tape for Video Professionals 
P5 Archive + LTO Tape: Make Space, Take Control.

Archiware P5 Archive, Archiware’s fully featured archive software, can be 
used stand-alone or as the archiving backend for Asset Management systems 
thanks to its integration friendly interface. In order to offer maximum data 
security, the feature set of P5 Archive includes a cloning option, creating 
duplicate sets of tapes for off-site storage or a clone of the archive in the 
cloud. For LTO tape, the parallelization feature provides scalability regarding 
performance and number of archive/restore jobs running simultaneously. 

Archiware and Tandberg Data are the ideal combination for your data 
management. P5 supports all Tandberg Data drives and tape libraries like 
the NEO T24 and extensible NEOxl 80 to NEOxl 8000.

Options, Configurations, Interfaces...   
We are happy to advise:  www.tandbergdata.com  salesemea@tandbergdata.com   
    www.archiware.com sales@archiware.com 

High performance storage is always scarce. Archiving creates space, reduces the risk of data loss and avoids the hassle of 
constantly having to increase storage. Archiving also reduces the cost of storage since tape offers the lowest cost per TB of any 
medium. Archiving keeps all completed productions in one place. Browse and search anything anytime.

Tandberg Data is the worlds first and only 
manufacturer to offer a table-top LTO drive with 
a Fibre Channel interface. Combined with P5 Archive 
the result is a easy, robust and scalable solution. 
Access and configuration via browser make it flexible 
and offer insight wherever you are.  

Every Mac with Thunderbolt™ can now be 
connected to FibreChannel devices using SANlink 
by Promise.

Advantages of P5 Archive: 

✓ Long-term storage, certified for 30 years 

✓ Parallelization for speed and scalability 

✓ Tape cloning for maximum security, off-site storage 

✓ Combine with P5 Backup for daily server backup 

✓ Browse Media with Previews/Proxies 

✓ Search Metadata in configurable catalogue 

✓ One Solution for all Platforms 

✓ User Restore
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